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452 Designing with Geomembranes Chap. 5 

within the moieeular StruclUre. It eventudly IeaCtS With anothcr poiymer chain. creat. 
ing a new free radical and eausing chain scission.ïhe reaction generally aecelerate. 
once it is triggered, 8s shown in the following equations. 

R. + O, -f ROO. (5.10) 

ROO. + RH + ROOH + R. (5.11) 

where 

R. = free radical 
ROO. = hydroperoxy free.radical 
RW = polymer Chain 

ROOH = axidired polymer chain 

Antioxidation additives (aotionidants) are added to the eompound to scavenge 
these free radicals in order to hait, or at least to interfere with, the pracessïhese addi- 
tives, or s tab iers ,  are rpecific to each type of resin (recall Table 1.5).ïhir area is very 
sophkticated and quite advanced with ail the m i n  manufachuers being involved in a 
meaninghil and positive way.The specific antiaxidanls that arc used are usuaily propn- 
etary (sec Hruan et al. 1301 for a review of the topic).ïlie rcrnoval of oxygen from the 
geomembrane's surface, of course, eliminates the caneern.Thus once placed and COY- 

ered with waste or liquid, degradation by midation shauld be greatly retarded. Con- 
vemdy, exposed geomembranes or those covcred by nonsaturated soil will be propor- 
tionatciy more susceptible to the phenomeoan. It should be recognized that oxidation 
ofpolymers wili eventuaüy,perhaps after hundreds of years,caure degradationevenh 
the absence of other types of degradation phenornena. 

There are two related test methods that are. used to track the amount andlor de- 
pletion of antioxidantrïhey aie ealied oxidolivc induclion lime (OIT) tests and arc 
performed with aDSC device as described in Section 1.22. 

Srandord OIT (ASTM D3095);ïhe oxidation is eonducted at 35 kPa and 2WT. 
This test appears to misrepresent antioxidant packages containing thiosynergisa 
andlor hiodered amines due to the relatively high test temperature. 
High Pressure 011: (ASTM D5085);ïhe oxidation is conducted st  35W kPa and 
150"Cïhis test can be used for al1 types of antioxidant packages and is the pE. 
ferred test. 

. .  madeling. 
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. .. Svnerilistie Effear. Each of the previous degradation phenornena has been 

mechanirms are acting ~imuiianeously. For example, a warte-eontainment geomem- 
:. ..., : : dwîribed iodividuaily and separately.Inpractice, however, it 1s likely that two Or more 
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brane may have anaerabic leachate above it and a partially saturated le&-detection 
network contsining mygen below it.Thus chemical degrada$on from above and oxi- 
dation degradation from below wiil be acting on the liner. Additionally, elcvated tem- 
pcrature from decomposing solid waste and the local stress +iuation may complicate 
the situation further. Evaluation of these various phenornena is the essence of goo- 
membrane lifetime prediction. 

5.1.5 Lifetime Preàiction Techniques 

Clearly, the long t h e  frames invalved in ivaiuating individual degradation mecha- 
nisrns at field-relaied temperatures and stre<segcompounded by synergistic effects, arc 
not providinx answers resaarding weomembrane beliavior fast enonzh for the decision- 

~ ~~ 

mal<ingpraetices of today.Tüus aeeelerated testing, either byhigh s& elevaled tem- 
pentures andlor aggrwsive üquids,is veiy compelliog.As will be seen, aU of the meth- 
ods use these ways of amlerathg the test. time-tempeh.turc superposition King of 
fundame?tal importance. 

Stress-Limit Testing. Fouising almost erclusiveiy on HDPE pipe for nstnral 
gar transmission, many institutions are active in vaious aspects of plastic pipe research 
and development. Stress-liait terting in the plastic pipes bas proceeded to a point 
where there are generally accepted testing methods and standards ASïM DU98 d e  
scnbesastandardexpcrimentalprocedureaodASTMD2837givesguidanceoothein- 
terpretation of the results of the D1598 t a t  mcthod. 

In these eapetiments, long piecei of unnotched pipe are eapped and placed ,in a 
constant temperature environment; a room temperature of 23'C is urually used.ïhe 
pipes are placed under various internai QICSW~S which mobilize düferent values of 
haop stress in the pipe wallsTh~he pipes are monitored until failure oeeirs, which is in- 
dicated by a sudden lors of pressurc.ïben the values of hoop strws are piatted  ersu us 
faüure times on a log-log $cale (se= figure 5.15). If the grsph is reasonably iinear, a 
straight line is extrapolated 10 the desùed, or design, ïdetime, which is often 105 hours 
or 11.4 yearsïhe stress at this failure time multiplied by an appropriate factor is caUed 
the hydroslatic derign bar* slrrns. W e  this is of interest for pipelines. the stress statc 
of geomembranes is essentially unlroown and is extremeiy diffiwlt to m o d d ï h u s  the 
technique is not of direet value for geomembrane design. It leads, however, to the next 
method. 

Rate P ~ O C ~ S S  Method IRPM) for Pipes. Research at the Gas Institute ofThe 
Netherlands(Woiters [3l]),uses themethadof pipeagingthatismostprevalent inEu- 
rape.ïhe experhena are. again petïormed using long pieces of unnotched pipe that 
are capped, but now they areplaced in various constant-temperaturc enviroomcntsSa 
as 10 aeeelerste the pracess, elevated temperature baths up to 80°C are used.ïhe pipes 
are internauy pressurized IO that hoop stress O C E U ~ S  in the pipe walls.ïhe pipes are 
monitoredtmtilfailme occur~resulting insuddenlm of pressure.lko distinct types of 
failures are faund ductile and bnttle.ïüe failure times correspondiog to each applied 
pressure are recorded. A rerpnse curye is presented by pliotting hoop stress ag-t . .  failure time on B log-log sca1e. 
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Egurc5.E Schcmalicplofof iimcofl~ilurcvsrrvaplprhoopr~rerrlorbunIteri~ 
in& of unnotshed MDPE pipe. 

n i e  rate process method (RPM) is then used to predict B faüure crime et somc 
temperature other than the high temperatures tested, that is, at a lower (field-related) 
temperaturc?his method is based on an absolute reaction rate theory and is expiained 
in [32].].nie relationships behveen the failure t h e  and stress are erpressed in the form 
of one of thefoliowing equations: 

log t,= A,T-' + AIT-'- " (5.12) 

log rI= A. +AIT-' + A2T-'P (5.13) 

l agr ,=Ao+AiT'+Az lagP  (5.14) 

log 1, = A, + AIT-' + A,T-' log P (5.15) 

where 

1,= time to failure, 
T = temperature, 
LT = tellsile stress, 

P = iatemd pipe pressure pmpoItional10 the hoop stress io the pipe 
A, andA, = uinstanwand 

ï h e  application of RPM requires a minimum of two expeRmental faüure enmes at dif- 
ferent elevated temperahires. generaily above 40DC.Tnc cquation that yieldr the best 
uinelation to these curyes is then used in the prediction procedure for a rerponse 
curve at a field-related temperature (e,g,, 10 to 25DC).'Jbo separate exirapolatiom afe 
required, one for the ductile respense and one for the bnttle response.lhree represen- 
tative points are chosen on the ductile regions of the two experimentai C U N ~ .  One 
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cume vdl  be selected fortwo points, and the ather,for lhe remainingpoint.niesedata 
are substituted into the chosen equation 10 abtain the prediclion equation for the duc- 
tile respanse of the c w e  at the desired (iawer) temperature. The process is now re- 
peatedforlhepredicted bnttlerespnse-eat thesamedesired 1emperanircThein- 
terseetion of thse two lines d e h a  the transition time. 

Figure 5.16 shows two experimentd failure C U N ~ S  that Were conducted at tem- 
perahiresof80'CandM)"Calongwith thepiedicted curyes atZO"C.?h~intersection6f 
the linear portions of the 20T represents the anticipated time for transition in 
the HDPE pipi from a ductile to a briftle behavior of the matenal. For pipe design, 
however, the intersection of the desired semice lifetime, say 50 years, with the bnttle 
w e a s  thefocalpoint.Afactor ofsafely is thenplaced onthisvalue,forcnampie,note 
that it irlowered inFigure5.16.Thisdalue of stresli isUSed as a limiiingvalue for thein- 

Geornembrane PropenieS and Test Methods 

temal pressure in the pipe. 

Rate Process Melhod IRPMI for Geomembranes. A simiiar RPM method 
10 thst jurt described for HDPE pipes ean be applied to HDPE geomembranerlhe 
major difierence i s  the method of strcssing the material. n i e  geomembrane tests are 
performedwbg a notchedeonrtantload test (NCTL) (lecaUSectionI1.3).~gure 5.17 
shows typical eaperimental cwes  at 50'C and 40°C, which are very similar to the be- 
havior of MDPE pipe. Here distinct ductiie and bnttle regions can be seen dong with 
a clcarly defuied transition time. 
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(b) AnhaniUr plot for haü-iüe pmperty 
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Solution: ~ f w r  wnverting fromcentigrade to kclvin 

= 6083 

0 

Chap. 5 

If the 93-c reacfion leka 3W haun 10 mrnplete. the comparable 20'C reaction wili ukc 
rzVc = 6083(300) 

= 1.825,WO hr 

= 7-08 yr 

mur the predicted time for this particvlar poiymer to reach 50% of ils o r i g i d  sirmgth a i  
2 0 ~ c i s ~ p p ~ o ~ a t c l y m  yearrit~predicledlifcfimeforstuge C 

rn relatively long section on properlies and test methodr has, hopefully, served 
lustrate the wedth of lest melhodr availahlc for the charactenvtion and d e m  Wu- 
riderations of geamembranes Many of the estabikhed tests and siandardized tesL 
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methods have comc by way of the plastics and mbber industries for nongeotcchoical- 
reiated uses.This is lortunale,for it gives a base or reference plane ta Work Imm. How- 
ever,formanysomeva~ationis required before theycan beused in helow-poundcon- 
smction. Still others demand completely new tests and test melhads. In 
standards-selting indiutes the world over there is an awareness of the problems and 
vibrant sctivily to develop such tes1 methods and procedurer Until they are available, 
however,wemust actoninhiitionsnddevelopmethodslhat model therequireddesign 
information as closeiy as possible. Many of the tests and information premted in this 
section arc done in that light.It shauld alro be obvious that the camplexity of the tests 
have progressed from the quite simple t h i c h e s  test onsmooth geomemhranes IO lhe 
very eompiex degradation tests. Indeed, a very wide range of test methods are 
availsble. 

FiaUy, a rather lengthy discussion of durability and aging gives insight into the 
potential service lüetime of geomembraner In a buried environment, the liictimes 
promise to be very long-for example, with stage A of Egure 5.19a beiog 200 years, 
stage B being 20 y e m  and stage C being hundreds of years, the HDPE geomembrme 
k i n g  evaiuated promises to far outlast olher engineering malerials h wmparable sit- 
uations. In my expenence with geosynthetics over the past 20 y e a s  my original wn- 
dusion WBI that geosynthetici were easy to place but wouldn't iast very long: this has 
sbifted dramalically to where 1 Sense that geosynthetics have ertremely long service 
lifeümes, but 1 have very mal wncerns as Io the proper ioslallation of geosyntheticr 
Clearly, the geosynthetic material must survive its initiai placement ii these long pre- 
dictcd lifetimes am to bc achievcd. 

5.2 ÇURVNABILITY REQUIREMENTS 

For any of the design mcthds presented in thi chapter 10 hinction properly, it k nec- 
essary that the geomembrane suvive the packaging, lraosportation, handling, and in- 
staUationdemandsthatareplacedonit.niisaspect of designcannot be takenlighllyor 
asîumed simply to take care of itselE Yet there is a decided problem in fomulating a 
generaiized sunivsbiiity design for every sppliuitian, since each siiuation k unipue. 
Some of the major vwiables aüecting a given situation are the fdowing: 

Storage at the maoufacturbg facility 
* Handling at the mmufachxbg fadity 

Transportation from the faetary tq the construction site - OfBoadhg at the site 
* Storagewnditions a1 theaite 
* Temperature ertremes at the site - Subgrade conditions al the site 
* Deployment at the approximate location - Movement into lhe final Seamidg location ~. 

..?.. . ~ ~ . .  
.a - lkatment at the site during seaming .<. .~.. 
r_ 
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within the molecular structure. It eventually reacts with another polymer Chain, creat- 
ing a new free radical and causing Chain scission. The reaction generally accelerates 
once it is triggered, as shown in the following equations. 

Re + O2 + ROO. (5.10) 

ROO. + RH + ROOH + R. (5.11) 

where 

R. = free radical 
ROO. = hydroperoxy free radical 

RH = polymer Chain 
ROOH = oxidized polymer Chain 

Antioxidation additives (antioxidants) are added to the compound to scavenge 
these free radicals in order to halt, or at least to interfere with, the procesS.These addi- 
tives, or stabilizers, are specific to each type of resin (recall Table 1.5).This area is very 
sophisticated and quite advanced with all the resin manufacturers being involved in a 
meaningful and positive way.The specific antioxidants that are used are usually propri- 
etary (see Hsuan et al. [30] for a review of the topic).The removal of oxygen from the 
geomembrane's surface, of course, eliminates the concern. Thus once placed and cov- 
ered with waste or liquid, degradation by oxidation should be greatly retarded. Con- 
versely, exposed geomembranes or those covered by nonsaturated soi1 will be propor- 
tionately more susceptible to the phenomenon. It should be recognized that oxidation 
of polymers will eventually, perhaps after hundreds of years, cause degradation even in 
the absence of other types of degradation phenomena. 

There are two related test methods that are used to track the amount andor de- 
pletion of antioxidants. They are called oxidutive induction time (OIT) tests and are 
performed with a DSC device as described in Section 1.2.2. 

Sfandard OIT (ASTM D3895);The oxidation is conducted at 35 kPa and 200°C. 
This test appears to misrepresent antioxidant packages containing thiosynergists 
andor hindered amines due to the relatively high test temperature. 
High Pressure OIT (ASTM D5885);The oxidation is conducted at 3500 kPa and 
150°C. This test can be used for al1 types of antioxidant packages and is the pre 
ferred test. 

By conducting a series of simulated incubations at elevated temperatures, 011 
testing can be conducted on retrieved specimens to monitor the antioxidant depletior 
rate. As will be seen in Section 5.1.5, this leads to lifetime prediction via Arrheniu: 
modeling. 

Synergistic Effects. Each of the previous degradation phenomena has beel 
described individually and separately. In practice, however, it is likely that two or mort 
mechanisms are acting simultaneously. For example, a waste-containment geomem 
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brane may have anaerobic leachate above it and a partially saturated leak-detection 
network containing oxygen below it. Thus chemical degradation from above and oxi- 
dation degradation from below will be acting on the liner. Additionally, elevated tem- 
perature €rom decomposing solid waste and the local stress situation may complicate 
the situation further. Evaluation of these various phenomena is the essence of geo- 
membrane lifetime prediction. 

5.1.5 Lifetime Prediction Techniques 

Clearly, the long time frames involved in evaluating individual degradation mecha- 
nisms at field-related temperatures and stresses, compounded by synergistic effects, are 
not providing answers regarding geomembrane behavior fast enough for the decision- 
making practices of today. Thus accelerated testing, either by high stress, elevated tem- 
peratures andlor aggressive liquids, is very compelling. As will be seen, ail of the meth- 
ods use these ways of accelerating the test, time-temperature superposition being of 
fundamental importance. 

Stress-Limit Testing. Focusing almost exclusively on HDPE pipe for natural 
gas transmission, many institutions are active in various aspects of plastic pipe research 
and development. Stress-limit testing in the plastic pipes has proceeded to a point 
where there are generally accepted testing methods and standards. ASTM D1598 de- 
scribes a standard experimental procedure and ASTM D2837 gives guidance on the in- 
terpretation of the results of the D1598 test method. 

In these experiments, long pieces of unnotched pipe are capped and placed in a 
constant temperature environment; a room temperature of 23°C is usually used. The 
pipes are placed under various intemal pressures, which mobilize different values of 
hoop stress in the pipe walls. The pipes are rnonitored until failure occurs, which is in- 
dicated by a sudden loss of pressure. Then the values of hoop stress are plotted versus 
failure times on a log-log scale (see Figure 5.15). If the graph is reasonably linear, a 
straight line is extrapolated to the desired, or design, lifetime, which is often 18 hours 
or 11.4 years.The stress at this failure time multiplied by an appropriate factor is called 
the hydrostutic design basis stress. Whiie this is of interest for pipelines, the stress state 
of geomembranes is essentially unknown and is extremely difficult to model. Thus the 
technique is not of direct value for geomembrane design. It leads, however, to the next 
method. 

Rate Process Method (RPM) for Pipes. Research at the Gas Institute of The 
Netherlands (Wolters [31]), uses the method of pipe aging that is most prevalent in Eu- 
rope. The experiments are again performed using long pieces of unnotched pipe that 
are capped, but now they are placed in various constant-temperature environments. So 
as to accelerate the process, elevated temperature baths up to 80°C are used.The pipes 
are intemally pressurized so that hoop stress occurs in the pipe walls. The pipes are 
monitored untii failure occurs, resulting in sudden loss of pressure. 'Ibo distinct types of 
failures are found ductile and brittle.The faiiure times corresponding to each applied 
pressure are recorded. A response curve is presented by plotting hoop stress against 
failure t h e  on a log-log scale. 
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Houn Failure Points 
At least 3 <1ooO 

Figure 5.15 
ing of unnotched MDPE pipe. 

Schematic plot of time of failure versus pipe hoop stress for burst test- 

The rate process method (RF'M) is then used to predict a failure curve at some 
temperature other than the high temperatures tested, that is, at a lower (field-related) 
temperature.This method is based on an absolute reaction rate theory and is explained 
in [32].The relationships between the failure time and stress are expressed in the form 
of one of the following equations: 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

log t, = AoT-' + AIT-'u 

log r, = A. + AIT-' + AJ-lP 

log r, = A,, + AIT-' + A2 log P 

log t, = A0 + AIT-' + A2T-I log P 

where 

tf = time to failure, 
T = temperature, 
u = tende stress, 

P = interna1 pipe pressure proportional to the hoop stress in the pipe. 
A, and Al = constants, and 

The application of RPM requires a minimum of two experimental failure curves at dif- 
ferent elevated temperatures, generally above 40°C. The equation that yields the best 
correlation to these curves is then used in the prediction procedure for a response 
curve at a field-related temperature (e.g., 10 to 25"C).Two separate extrapolations are 
required, one for the ductile response and one for the bnttle response. Three represen- 
tative points are chosen on the ductile regions of the two experimental curves. One 
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curve wili be selected for two points, and the other, for the remaining point. These data 
are substituted into the chosen equation to obtain the prediction equation for the duc- 
tile response of the curve at the desired (lower) temperature. The process is now re- 
peated for the predicted brittle response curve at the same desired temperature.The in- 
tersection of these two lines defines the transition time. 

Figure 5.16 shows two experimental failure curves that were conducted at tem- 
peratures of 80°C and 60°C along with the predicted curves at 20"C.The intersection of 
the linear portions of the 20°C curve represents the anticipated t h e  for transition in 
the HDPE pipe from a ductile to a brittle behavior of the matenal. For pipe design, 
however, the intersection of the desired service lifetime, Say 50 years, with the brittle 
curve as the focal point. A factor of safety is then placed on this value, for example, note 
that it is lowered in Figure 5.16.This value of stress is used as a iimiting value for the in- 
ternal pressure in the pipe. 

Geomembrane Properties and Test Methods 

Rate Process Method (RPM) for Geomembranes. A similar RPM method 
to that just descnbed for HDPE pipes can be applied to HDPE geomembranes. The 
major difference is the method of stressing the material. The geomembrane tests are 
performed using a notched constant load test (NCTL) (recall Section 5.1.3). Figure 5.17 
shows typical expenmental curves at 50°C and 40"C, which are very simi lar  to the be- 
havior of MDPE pipe. Here distinct ductile and brittle regions can be seen along with 
a clearly defined transition time. 

'Ooc \ Ductile 

I 
I 

50 yr 
log time 

Figure 5.16 Burst test data for unnotched MDPE pipe in tap water.The intersec- 
tion of the ductile portion of the 20°C line and 50 years has been lowered by the a p  
propriate factor of safety. 
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Figure 5.17 Notched constant load tests on HDPE geomembrane samples im- 
mersed in 10% Igepal/90% tap water Solution. 

In order to use these elevated temperature curves to obtain the transition time 
for a realistic temperature of a geomembrane beneath solid-waste or liquid impound- 
ments (e.g., 20 to 25"C), only Eqs. (5.14) or (5.15) can be used, due to the data being 
Diotted in a log-log scale. How the curves are shifted to the site-specific lower temper- 
ature is explainedin detail in [32]. 

The process of predicting lifetime can now follow that outlined in Figure 5.16. A 
design lifetime can be assumed and a percent allowable stress can be determined. Con- 
versely, a maximum allowable design stress can be given from which the unknown life- 
time can be determined. Work is ongoing using this approach. 

Hoechst Multiparameter Approach. The Hoechst research laboratory in 
Germany has been active in the long-term testing of polyethylene pipe since the 1950s 
They have also applied their expertise and experience to the long-term behavior of 
HDPE geomembranes (Koch et al. [33]). The Hoechst long-term testing for a geo- 
membrane sheet consists of the following procedure: 

1. Perform a modified burst testing of pipe (of the same material as the geomem- 
brane) with additional longitudinal stress to produce an isotropic biaxial stress 
state. Note that the site-specific liquid should be used. 

2. Assume a given subsidence strain-versus-time profile. 
3. Measure the stress relaxation curves in sheets that have been stressed biaxially at 

strain values encountered in field. .~ 

4. Use Steps 2 and 3 to predict the stress as a function of time. 
5. See how these maximum stresses compare with the stress-lifetime curves deter- 

mined in the normal constant stress-lifetime pipe measurements of Step l .me  
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constant stress-lifetime curves are modified (as in the normal pipe testing) to ac- 
commodate the effects of various chernicals and for seams. 

6. Use the variable stress curves to predict failure from the constant stress-lifetime 
curves if linear degradation is assumed. 

Sec. 5.1 Geomembrane Properties and Test Methods 

This approach should certainly be considered seriously. One of the main impedi- 
ments to its viability is that pipe may have different stress conditions than geomem- 
branes. Furthemore, the residual stresses could be quite different. Other studies of a 
related nature can be found in Hesse11 and John [34] and Gaube et al. [35]. 

Elevated Temperature and Arrhenius Modeling. Using an experimental 
chamber, as shown in Figure 5.18, Mitchell and Spanner [36] have superimposed com- 
pressive stress, chemical exposure, elevated temperature, and long testing time into a 
single experimental device. At the Geosynthetic Research ïnstitute, twenty of these 
columns have been constructed with five each at 85,75,65, and 55°C constant temper- 
atures (see Figure 5.18). Each is under a normal stress of 260 kPa and is under 300 mm 
of liquid head on its upper surface. The subgrade sand is dry and vented to the atmos- 
phere.The test coupons are 1.5 mm thick HDPE geomembranes. 

Coupons are removed periodically and evaluated for changes in numerous phys- 
ical, mechanical, and chemical test properties.The anticipated behavior is shown in Fig- 
ure 5.19a; however, at this t h e ,  oniy the A and B stages have been quantified. 

For stage A, the antioxidant depletion t h e ,  the KDPE geomembrane selected re- 
sults in approximately 200 years (Hsuan and Koemer [37]). On the basis of exhumed 
HDPE milk containers at the bottom of a landfiil, the measured induction time 
(stage B) is from 20 to 30 years.Thus in a buried environment there is a t h e  span of ap- 
proximately 220 years with essentially no engineering-property degradation.This leads 
directly to stage C. Deciding on a maximum property change to establish stage C (e.g., 
a 50% reduction or half-life at each temperature) allows the plotting of another curve 
(see Figure 5.19b). This graph is inverse temperature versus reaction rate (actually the 
inverse time from Figure 5.19a) and is called the Arrhenius cunie The slope of the line 
is the activation energy divided by the gas constant. 

We can now extrapolate graphically to a lower site-specific temperature, as s h o w  
by the dashed line on Figure 5.19b, or extend the curve analytically. Examples 5.4 and 
5.5 illustrate how this is accomplished, using literature values for the activation energy 
(see [38] for additional details).The essential equation for the extrapolation is 

where 

E,,,IR = dope of Arrhenius plot, 
T-test = incubated (high) temperature, and 
T-site = site-specific (lower) temperature. 

(5.16) 
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Perforated steel loading plate 

t- Geomembrane sample 

1 
Load 

Figure 5.18 Incubation unit for accelerated aging and photograph of a number Of 

similar units used at the Geosynthetic Research Institute. 

Example 5.4 

Using expenmental data from Martin and Gardner [39] for the half-Me of the tende 
strength of a PBT plastic, the E J R  value is -12,800 K. Determine the estimated life,eX- 
trapolating from the 93°C actual incubation temperature (which took 300 hours tO Corn- 
plete) to a site-specific temperature of 20°C. t 
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B = induction time 

I I  
I I  I I 1 1 
I I  1 1 1 1 
I 1 V V V V O 

10 tü5 t ï 5  t65 t55 

Aging Tme (log scaie) 

(a) Incubated property behavior 

iïïemperature (11%) 

(b) Arrhenius plot for half-üfe property 

Figure 5.W Arrhenius modeling for lifetime prediction via elevated temperature 
a@%. 
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Solution: After converting from centigrade to kelvin 

'ZOT 

= e  -,Z.,[& -A] 
= 6083 

If the 93°C reaction takes 300 hours to complete, the comparable 20°C reaction will takp 

r200c = 6083(300) 

= 1,825,000 hr 

= 208 yr 

nius the predicted time for this particular polymer to reach 50% of its original strength at 
20°C is approximately 200 years, its predicted lifetime for stage C. 

Example 5.5 

Using Undenvriters Laboratory Standard [40] data for HDPE cable shieldmg, the &IR 
value is -14,000 K.This comes from the half-life of impact strength tests. One of the hi& 
temperature tests was at 196OC and it took 1000 hours to obtain these data.What is the Me 
expectancy of this material at 9O"C? 

Solution. After converting from centigrade to kelvin 

= e - R  196t273 m + m  
rWC 

= 6104 

If the 196°C reaction takes 1000 hours to complete, the comparable 90°C reaction will take 

rwc = 6104(1000) 

= 6,104,000 hr 

= 697 yr 

Thus the predicted time for this particular polymer to reach 50% of its onginal impact 
strength at 90°C is approxirnately 700 years, its predicted lifetime for stage C. 

5.1.6 Surnmary 

This relatively long section on properties and test methods has, hopefully, served 10 il- 
lustrate the wealth of test methods available for the characterization and design con- 
siderations of geomembranes. Many of the established tests and standardized test 
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methods have come by way of the plastics and rubber industries for nongeotechnical- 
related uses. This is fortunate, for it gives a base or reference plane to work from. How- 
ever, for many some variation is required before they can be used in below-ground con- 
struction. Stili others demand completely new tests and test methods. In 
standards-setting institutes the world over there is an awareness of the problems and 
vibrant activity to develop such test methods and procedures. Until they are available, 
however, we must act on intuition and develop methods that mode1 the required design 
information as closely as possible. Many of the tests and information presented in this 
section are done in that light. It should also be obvious that the complexity of the tests 
have progressed from the quite simple thickness test on smooth geomembranes to the 
very complex degradation tests. Indeed, a very wide range of test methods are 
avaiiable. 

Finaily, a rather lengthy discussion of durability and aging gives insight into the 
potential service lifetime of geomembranes. In a buned environment, the lifetimes 
promise to be very long-for example, with stage A of Figure 5.19a being 200 years, 
stage B being 20 years and stage C being hundreds of years, the HDPE geomembrane 
being evaluated promises to far outlast other engineering materials in comparable sit- 
uations. In my experience with geosynthetics over the past 20 years, my original con- 
clusion was that geosynthetics were easy to place but wouldn't last very long; this has 
shifted dramatically to where 1 sense that geosynthetics have extremely long service 
ïietimes but 1 have very real concerns as to the proper installation of geosynthetics 
Clearly, the geosynthetic matenal must survive its initial placement if these long pre- 
dicted lifetimes are to be achieved. 

5.2 SURVlVABlLlTY REQUIREMENTS 

For any of the design methods presented in this chapter to function properly, it is nec- 
essary that the geomembrane survive the packaging, transportation, handling, and in- 
stallation demands that are placed on it.This aspect of design cannot be taken lightly or 
assumed simply to take care of itself. Yet there is a decided problem in formulating a 
generalized survivability design for every application, since each situation is unique. 
Some of the major variables affecting a given situation are the following: 

Storage at the manufacturing facility 
Handlig at the manufacturing facility 
Transportation from the factory to the construction site 
Offloading at the site 
Storage conditions at the site 
Temperature extremes at the site 
Subgrade conditions at the site 
Deployment at the approximate location 
Movement into the &al seaming location 
Treatment at the site during seaming 




